
DEAD-BALL FOULS

PLAY1:B2 is flagged for a late hit on A1. Al responds by cursing

at B2.

RULINGIF Both fouls are treated as dead-ball fouls. The

penalties offset.

PLAY2 B2 is flagged for a late hit on A1. A1responds by

cursing at B2. B3 curses at A1.

RULING2: All fouls are treated as dead-ball fouls. The penalties

for Al's and B2's fouls offset. The penalty for B3's foul is enforced

from the succeedingspot.

PLAY 3: Third and 20 at team A's 25 yardline. A1 false starts. B2

reacts by crossing the neutral zone and forcibly contacting A1.

RULING3: Only fouls that have a 15-yard penalty offset. In the

play cited, the penalties are enforced in the order of occurrence.

The penalty for Al's foul is enforced to team A's 20 yardline, then

the penalty for B2'spersonal foul isenforced. The result is third

and 10 for team A from its own 35 yardline.

PLAY 3: B2 is flagged for a late hit. Before the penalty is

enforced, B2 the official.curses

RULING3 The penalties for both of B2's fouls will be enforced

from the succeeding spot.

FOULS THAT PREVENT THE SNAP

Fouls that prevent the snap include delay ofgame,an illegal

snap, false start, illegal substitution and encroachment. Penalties

for those fouls are enforced from the succeedingspot and the

down remains the same,unless the penalty yardage for a team B

foul results in a first down for team A.
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LIVE-BALL FOLLOWED BY DEAD-BALL FOULS

1

TEAM A COMMITS

LIVE-BALL FOUL

TEAM B COMMITS

DEAO-BALL FOUL

TEAM A COMMITS

DEAD-BALL FOUL

ENFORCE TEAM

A PENALTY FROM

THE BASIC SPOT

ENFORCE TEAM

B PENALTY FROM

SUCCEEDING SPOT

ENFORCE

LIVE-BALL

PENALTY FROM

THE BASIC SPOT

ENFORCE DEAD-

BALL PENALTY FROM

SUCCEEDING SPOT

OREFEREE ENTERPRISES. INC 2023 HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS CHAPTER I2
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LIVE-BALL FOLLOWED BY DEAD-BALL FOULS

TEAM B COMMITS

LIVE-BALL FOUL

LOOSE-BALL

PLAY
RUNNING PLAY

TEAM A COMMITS

DEAD-BALL FOUL

TEAM A COMMITS

DEAD-BALL FOUL

ENFORCE TEAM

B PENALTY FROM

PREVIOUS SPOT

ENFORCE TEAM A

PENALTY FROM

SUCCEEDING SPOT

ENFORCE TEAM B PENALTY

FROM ENO OF THE RUN

[PREVIOUS SPOT IF RUN

ENDS BEHIND LINE OF

SCRIMAMGE]

ENFORCE TEAM

A PENALTY FROM

SUCCEEDING SPOT

HIGH SCHOOL FODTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS CHAPTER I2
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LIVE-BALL FOLLOWED BY DEAD-BALL FOULS

If one team commits a live-ball foul and then commits a dead-

ball foul (or a live-ball foul enforced asa dead-ball foul), the penalties

are enforced separately and in the order of their occurrence.

PLAY As seen in MechaniGram 15, it's first and 10 for teamA

from team B's 15 yardline. Team A is flagged for illegal motion at the

snap. A1 breaks into the clear

and is running for an apparernt

touchdown. At team B's five

yardline, he turns and taunts

the team Bplayers chasing

MechaniGram®

SCORES0

A1

TAUNTS

him.

RULING1: Team B will likely

accept both penalties. The

penalty for illegal motion moves

the ball back to team B's 20

yardline. The penalty for A1's

unsportsmanlike act is enforced

from that spot. It will be team

A's ball, first and 30 at team B's

35 yardline.

PLAY 2 Fourth and 10 at team K's 18 yardline. Team K is flagged

for illegal motion at the snap.R1 returns the punt to teamK's 40

yardline. After the whistle sounds, R2 is flagged for a late hit at

team K's 35 yardline.

RULING2:TearmR will accept the penalty for team K's motion foul at

the succeedingspot. The penalty for R2s dead-ball foul is then enforced

from the succeedingspot.Team Rwill start anewseriesat the 50

yardline.

The distance penalty for unsportsmanlike, nonplayer ordead-

ball personal fouls committed by teams can offset. Equal numbers

2023| HIGHSCHODLFOOTBALL PENALTYENFORCEMENTSMADE EASY
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CHAPTER2
of 15-yard penalties by both teams will offset and remaining penalties

may be enforced.

If one team commits a non-15-yard dead-ball foul and the other

commits a 15-yard dead-ball foul, the penalties are enforced in the

order of occurrence.

PLAY 3: Second and 15 at team A's 10 yardline. A1 false starts. B2

chargesacross the line and roughly contacts A3.

RULING3 Both are dead-ball fouls. The penalty for team A's foul takes

the ball to team A's five yardline. The penalty for B2'spersonal foul is then

enforced, yielding secondand five for team A from its own 20 yardline.

PLAY 4: First and 10 at team A's 10 yardline. A1's run gains four

yards. After the ball isdead, A2 and B3 slug each other. The official

flagging the incident (a)sees A2 punch first, followed by B3, or (b) does

not know who threw the first punch.

RULING4: In (a) or (b), the penalties offset. However, both players

are disqualified for fighting.

PLAY 5: As seen in

MechaniGram 16, it's second and

five at team A's 30 yardline. A1

advances to team A's 40 yardline

and B2 is flagged for grasping

and twisting Al's facemask.

After the play hasended, A3

shoves B4 to the ground.

RULINGS A live-ball foul

cannot be coupled with a dead-

ball foul to create a double foul.

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS MADE EASY | 2023
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B2 GRASPS A1'S

FACEMASK WHILE

MAKING TACKLE

MechaniGram

AFTER THE PLAY,

A3 SHOVES B4

TO THEGROUND
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LIVE-BALL FOLLOWED BY DEAD-BALL FOULS

The penalty for B2's live-ball foul is administered, moving the ball

to the 50 yardline (beyond the line to gain). The 15-yard penalty

for the dead-ball foul is administered from that spot. It will be

first and 10 for team A from its own 35 yardline. When a penalty

moves the ball beyond the line to gain, a new series is awarded.

When the penalty for a dead-ball foul is then enforced, the chains

are moved but it is still first and10.

PLAY B: Fourth and 10 at team K's 40 yardline. R1 runs into

punter K2. R3 fair-catches the punt at his own 30 yardline. K4 is

flagged for a dead-ball personal foul.

RULINGG- If team K declines the penalty for running into the

kicker, only the penalty for its dead-ball foul would beenforced.

Team K's best option would be to accept the penalty for running

into the kicker, which is enforced from the previous spot. The

penalty for the dead-ball foul is then enforced from that spot. The

result is a replay of the down, fourth and 20 from team K's 30

yardline.

PLAY 7: Fourth and 10 at team K's 40 yardline. R1 runs into

punter K2. R3 fair-catches the punt at his own 30 yardline. R4 is

flagged for a dead-ball personal foul.

RULING7: Both penalties may be enforced from the previous spot.

The result is first and 10 for tearmK from team R's 40 yardline.
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DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE FOULS

BOTH TEAMS

COMMIT LIVE-

BALL FOULS

[DOUBLE FOUL)

FOULS CANCEL

EITHER TEAM COMMITS TWO

OR MORE LIVE-BALL FOULS

[MULTIPLE FOULS]

OFFENDED TEAM

GETS ITS CHOICE

OF PENALTIESLE

OREFEREE ENTERPRISES. INC. 2023 HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS CHAPTER 13
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CHAPTER 13

DOUBLE FOULS

A double foul occurs when each team commits

one or more live-ball fouls (other than nonplayer or

unsportsmanlike) at such a time that the penalties

cancel.

If both teams foul and there is no change of

possession, the fouls cancel and the down is replayed.

PLAY F First and 10 at team A's 20 yardline. Team

A is flagged for illegal motion at the snap. A1's legal

forward pass results in a pass interference foul on B2.

RULINGI That is a double foul. The penalties

cancel and the down is replayed.

MULTIPLE FOULS

A multiple foul occurs when one team commits

two or more live-ball fouls (other than nonplayer or

unsportsmanlike). The offended team has its choice

of which penalty toaccept.

17
PLAY 2: As seen in

MechaniGram 17, it's

first and 10 at team

A's 20 yardline. A1

is flagged for illegal

motion at the snap. A2's

legal forward pass is

incomplete. While the

pass is in flight, A3 is

flagged for holding at

team A's 16 yardline.

RULING2: Team B

will have its choice

A2'S PASS INTENDED

FOR A4 INCOMPLETE

. • SPOTOFSNAP

o

MechaniGram

•,

A3HOLDS 9

A1 ILLEGALLY

INMOTION
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DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE FOULS

ofpenalties. It is likely the holding penalty will

be accepted. It is enforced from the previous spot,

leaving team A with first and 20 at its own 10

yardline.

444-



CHAPTER 14
DOUBLEAND MULTIPLE FOULS

WITH CHANGEOFPOSSESSION
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DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE FOULS WITH
CHANGE OF POSSESSION

TEAM A FOULS BEFORE

THE CHANGE, TEAM B

FOULS AFTER

THE CHANGE

TEAM B CAN KEEP THE

BALLBYDECLINING --{OR---4
TEAM A'S PENALTY

TEAM B'S

PENALTY IS THEN

ENFORCED

TEAM B CAN ACCEPT

TEAM A'S PENALTY

AND REPLAY OF

THE DOWN

REFEREE ENTERPRISES, INC 2023 HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS
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DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE FOULS WITH
CHANGE OF POSSESSION

BOTH TEAMS

FOUL AFTER

THE CHANGE

-4
TEAM B CAN KEEP THE

BALLBYDECLNING F-(0R
TEAM A'S PENALTY

TEAM B'S

PENALTY IS THEN

ENFORCED

TEAM B CAN ACCEPT

TEAM A'S PENALTY

AND REPLAY

THE DOWN

REFEREE ENTERPRISES,INC. 2023 HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS CHAPTER 14
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DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE FOULS WITH CHANGE DF POSSESSION

Pf both teams foul before a change ofpossession,

the down is replayed unless post-scrimmage kick

enforcement applies. If team B fouls before the

change and team A fouls before or after the change,

the down is replayed because team B didn't get the

ball with "cleanhands"

If team A fouls before the change and team B fouls

after the change,tearm Bmay keep the ball by declining

the penalty for team A's foul. The penalty for team Bs

foul may then be enforced at team A's option. Team

Bcan also choose a double foul and have the down

replayed.

If both teams' fouls occur aftera change of

possession, team Bhas the option of keeping the

ball if it declines the penalty for team A's foul. The

penalty for teamB's foul is then enforced. TeamB

can also take offsetting fouls and have the down

replayed.

PLAY 1: Team A is flagged for illegal motion at

the snap. B1 intercepts at his own 10 yardline and

advances to team B's 40 yardline. During Bl's run,

B2 clips at team B's 10 yardline.

RULING1FTeam B may keep the ball by declining

the penalty for team A's foul. The penalty for team

B's foul may then be enforced. The result is first and

10 for team B from its own five yardline. If team B

accepts the penalty, it would result in a double foul

and a replay of the down.
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CHAPTER14

PLAY 2: B1 intercepts a pass at team B's 10

yardline and advances. During B1's run, B2 blocks

below the waist at team B's 20 yardline. As A3

tackles B1 at team Bs 40 yardline, A3 grasps and

twists B1's facemask.

RULING 2:Team B can keep the ball by declining

the penalty for team A's foul. The penalty for B2's

foul would then be enforced from the spot of the

18

B3 INTERCEPTS

ANDADVANCES

foul. That would yield

team B's ball, first

and 10 at its own 10

yardline. If team B

accepts the penalty

for team A's foul, it

is a double foul and

the down would be

replayed.

PLAY 3: As seen in

MechaniGram 18, A1

is flagged for illegal

motion at the snap.

A2's legal forward pass

is intercepted by B3 in

his own end zone and

returned to his own 20

yardline. During B2's run, B4 clips A5 in team B's

'eSPOT OFSNAP

A2PASSES

A1 ILLEGALLY

IN MOTION

end zone.

RULING3:1If team B declined team A's penalty, it

would result in a safety. Team B will likely accept

team A's penalty, resulting in a double foul and a

replay of the down.

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS MADE EASY 2023
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DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE FOULS WITH CHANGE OF POSSESSION

PLAY 4: Team A is flagged for illegal motion at the

snap and team B is flagged for pass interference. The

pass is intercepted.

RULING4: Both fouls occurred before the change

of possession. The result is is a double foul and a

replay of the down.

If a team gains

possession with clean

hands and each team

fouls after thechange,

the team in possession

may keep the ball.

PLAY 5: As seen in

MechaniGram 19, K1

kicks off from his own

40 yardline. While the

ball is in flight, K2grasps

and twists R3's facemask

at the 50 yardline and

R4 holds K5 at team R's

40 yardline. R6 catches

the kick at his own 15

yardline and is downed

at team R's 20 yardline.

RULING S: It is a double foul during a loose-ball play

because both fouls occurred before the kick ended. The

penalties offset and the down is replayed.
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CHAPTER 14

Neither team can keep the ball if it did not get it

with clean hands. Once a team commits a foul, its

hands are "dirty" for the remainder of the down.

Analyze each portion of the play assegments: the

first segment is prior to the first change, the second

segment is prior to the secondchange, the third

segment is prior to the third change,etc.

If both teams foul in the first segment(before the

change), the penalties offset by rule and the down

will be replayedbecause neither team got the ball

with cleanhands.

PLAY 6: Team A is flagged for illegal motion at the

snap. B1 intercepts a legal forward pass and advances.

During B1's run, B2 clips. A3 grasps and twists Bl's

facemask while making the tackle.

RULINGG: Since team B gained possession with

clean hands and its foul occurred in the second

segment, the foul in the first segment is declined

and the fouls after the change are addressed.Team

B can choose a double foul and a replay of the down

or decline the penalty for A3s foul and keep the ball

after enforcement of the penalty for B2's foul.

If both teams foul during the down and there are

two or more changes ofpossession during the down,

it is called a "double foul/double change."

PLAY 7: Team A is flagged for illegal motion at

the snap. B1 intercepts a legal forvward pass and
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DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE FOULS WITH CHANGE OF POSSESSION

advances. During Bl's run, B2 clips and A3

grasps and twists B1's facemask. B1 fumbles and

team A recovers.

RULING7: Team A did not gain possession

with clean hands.Because the team last

gainingpossession fouled before gaining final

possession, it is a double foul and the down is

replayed.
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CARRYOVERFOULS I"BRIDGES"]

LIVE-BALL FOUL BY THE

OPPONENTS OF THE TEAM

SCORINGATOUCHDOWN - NO

CHANGE OF POSSESSION

LIVE-BALL FOUL BY THE

OPPONENTS OF THE TEAM SCORING

ATOUCHOOWN-FOULCOMES
AFTER CHANGE OF POSSESSION

PENALTY ENFORCED

ON THE TRY OR

SUCCEEDING KICKOFF*

LIVE BALL FOULSTREATEDAS

DEAD-BALL FOULS THAT OCCUR

OURING A TOUCHDOWN

"If the foul occurs during the last timed down of thesecond quarter, the scoríng team may chooseenforcement
on the try or the third-quarter kickoff.

If the foul occurs during the last timed down of the fourth quarter, the scoring team MAY NOTchoose
enforcement in overtime (in the event asuccessful try would send the game to overtime). If the foul occurs
durng the last timed down of the fourth quarter and the try is notneededfor playoff qualifying, the penlty is
not enforced and the gameends. If the try isnecessary, the penalty can only be enforced on the try.
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CARRYOVERFOULS ["BRIDGES"]

FOUL BY THE OPPONENT OF THE

SCORING TEAM ON A SUCCESSFUL

KICK TRY OR FIELD GOAL

OFFENDED TEAM MAY CHOOSE

ENFORCEMENT FROM PREVIOUS

SPOT AND REPLAY OF DOWN

ENFORCE ON

ENSUING KICKOFF OR

SUCCEEDING SPOT IN

DVERTIME

REFEREE ENTERPRISES.INC. 2023 HIGH SCHODL FOOTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS CHAPTER 15
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CARRYOVERFOULS ["BRIDGES"]

FOUL BY THE OPPONENTS OF THE

SCORING TEAM THAT 0CCUR DURING

OR AFTER A SUCCESSFUL TWO-POINT

TRY UNCLUDES LIVE-BALL FOULS

ENFORCED AS DEAD-BALL FOULS]

ENFORCE ON

ENSUING KICKOFF OR

SUCCEEDING SPOT IN

OVERTIME

ENFORCEMENT OF AN ACCEPTED

PENALTY DURING THE LAST

TIMED DOWN OF A PERIOD

RESULTS IN A SAFETY

PERIOD NOT EXTENDED: FREE

KICK FOR 2ND OR YTH OTR:

0THERWISEHALF OR

GAME OVER

O REFEREE ENTERPRISES, INC 2023 HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS CHAPTER I5
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CHAPTER I5
ome penalties for fouls that occur during plays

Sninvolvingtouchdownscanbe"bridged"(carriedover)
from the try to the succeeding kickoff, from one period

to the next and from the fourth quarter to the succeeding

spot in overtime. Bridge is not a term used in the rulebook.

It is used here to help officials understand the concept of

carryinga penalty over.

The team scoring a touchdown may choose to have the

penalty enforced on the ensuing free kick. (The offended

team may still choose to have the penalty enforced on the try.

See Chapter 16).

The option applies if team B commits a live-ball foul on

a play on which team A scores a touchdown, or if team A

commits a live-ball foul after a change of possession and

team B scores a touchdown. However, if the foul is by team A

before the change of possession, then team B gains possession

and then scores, team B must decline the penalty for team A's

foul to keep the score.

Dead-ball fouls committed after the touchdown is scored

but before the next ready signal, and unsportsmanlike

conduct fouls occurring during or after the down, can be

enforced on the try or can bridge to the kickoff. However,

they may not bridge to overtime.

PLAY F A1's run from scrimmage results in a touchdown.

During A1's run, B2 is flagged for (a) grasping and twisting

A1's facemask, or (b) cursing the official.

RULING1FIn (a) and (b), the touchdown counts. In either

case, team A may choose to have the penalty enforced on the

try, or choose to have the penalty bridge to the kickof.
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CARRYOVER FOULS ["BRIDGES"]

PLAY 2: Al's pass is intercepted by B2 and returned for a

touchdown. A3 grasps and twists B2's facemask (a) before, or (b)

after B1 intercepts.

RULING2 In (a), the foul occurred before the change of

possession. Team B must decline the penalty to keep the

touchdown. In (b), because the foul occurred after the change,

team B may choose enforcement on the try or on the ensuing

kickoff.

PLAY 3: A1's pass from scrimmage results in a touchdown.

B2 is flagged for roughing the passer. Team A chooses to have

the penalty enforced on the subsequent kickoff. On the kick

try, B3 is flagged for roughing the kicker. The kick try is(a)

successful, or (b) unsuccessful.

RULING3: In (a), team A may choose to have the roughing

the kicker penalty enforced from the previous spot and

replay the try, or keep the point and have the penalty for that

foul enforced on the subsequent kickoff. If team Achooses

the latter, it will kick off from teamB's30 yardline after

both penalties are enforced. In (b), the penalty for roughing

the kicker is enforced from the previous spot and the try is

replayed. After enforcement of the penalty for roughing the

passer, the ensuing kickoff will be from team R's45 yardline.

PLAY4 A1l's run from scrimmage results in a touchdown.

During A1's run, B2 grasps and twists A1's facemask. Team

A chooses to have the 15-yard penalty enforced on the

succeeding kickoff. On the successful try, A3 is flagged for (a)a

live-ball, or (b) dead-ball personal foul.

RULING4: In (a), if team B wants to accept the penalty for

the foul committed by A3, it must be enforced on the try.
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CHAPTER 15

The down would be replayed with the ball beingsnapped

from team Bs 18 yardline. The penalty for B2's foul will still

be enforced on the ensuing kickoff; team A is not allowed

to reconsider its option. In (b), a live-ball foul on one team

and a dead-ball foul on the other cannot result in a double

foul. The penalties are enforced on the kickoff in the order of

occurrence. The penalty for B2's foul moves the ball to team B's

45 yardline. The penalty for A3's foul moves the ball back to

team A's 40 yardline, and team A will kick off from that spot.

Assuming no change ofpossession, the only team A fouls

that may bridge to the kickoff are dead-ball fouls or live-ball

fouls treated as dead-ball fouls. The penalty for those fouls may

not bridge to the succeedingspot in overtime.

PLAY 5: Team A is first topossess the ball in overtime. A1

taunts B2 on a play that results in (a) a touchdown, or (b) a two-

point try.
RULINGS: In (a), team B's only option is to accept the penalty

on the try. Team A would attempt the try from team B's18

yardline. In (b), if team B wants to accept the penalty, it must be

accepted to begin itspossessionseries in overtime. That would

yield first andgoal from the opponent's five yardline.

LAST TIMED DOWN DF THE FIRST,

SECOND OR THIRD QUARTER

Ifa bridge foul on a score occurs during the last timed down

of the first, second or third quarter and the team elects to have

the penalty enforced on the kickoff, the period is extended for

the try only, not the kickoff. The kickoff is the first play of the

next quarter.
PLAY 6: Team A scores a touchdown during the last timed
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CARRYOVER FOULS ["BRIDGES"

down of the second quarter. Team A's attempted two-point try

is successful and B1 is flagged for roughing the passer.

RULINGB: If team A accepts the penalty, it will be enforced from

thesucceedingspot, which will be the kickoff to begin the third

quarter. Note that if the touchdown were scored during the last

timed down of the first or third quarters, the kickoff would occur

after the teamschangeends for the second or fourth quarter.

PLAY 7: Team A scores a touchdown during the last timed

down of the second quarter. During the play, B1 is flagged for

grasping and twisting Al's facemask.

RULING7: Team A may choose to have the penalty enforced on

the try as an untimed down and an extension of the secondquarter,

or from the succeedingspot, which will be the kickoff to begin the

third quarter. Note that if the touchdown werescoredduring the

last timed down of the first or third quarters, the kickoff would

occur after the teamschangeends for the secondor fourth quarter.

If the opponent of the scoring team fouls during the

touchdown-scoring play and the scoring teamchooses

enforcement on the next kickoff, and the same team commits

a live-ball foul on the try, the scoring team may choose to have

both penalties enforced on the next kickoff.

PLAY8: In the middle of the third quarter, Al's run from

scrimmage results in a touchdown. During A1's run, B2 is

flagged for grasping and twisting Al's facemask. TeamA

chooses to have the penalty enforced on the subsequent

kickoff. During the successful kick try, B3 is flagged for

roughing the kicker.

RULING8: Team A may choose to have the roughing penalty

enforced from the previous spot and replay the try, or have the
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penalty enforced along with the penalty for the facemask foul

on the subsequent kickoff. If team Achoosesthe latter, it will

kick off from team B's 30 yardline.

If, during the last timed down of a period, enforcement of an

accepted penalty results in a safety, the period is not extended

for the ensuing kickoff. The teams change goals and the free kick

is the first play of the next quarter.

PLAY 9: First and 10 at team A's three yardline. A1 drops back

into his own end zone, which is on the north end of the field. A

flag is thrown for (a) A2's holding foul in the end zone on Al's

incomplete pass, (b) Al's illegal forward pass from the end zone,

or (c)B3's roughing the passer on Al's incomplete pass. Time for

the first or third quarter expires during thedown.
RULING 9: 1In(a) and (b), if team B accepts the penalty, the

result is a safety. Team B scores two points and the second

or fourth period begins with team A's free kick from the 20

yardline at the south end of the field. In (c), if team A accepts

the penalty, it is enforced 15 yards from the previous spot and

includes an automatic first down. The period is extended for an

untimed down.

LAST TIMED DOWN OF FOURTH QUARTER

It is not possible for the scoring team to bridge to the

overtime a penalty for a live-ball foul that occurs during a

touchdown during the last timed down of the fourth quarter.

However it is possible for the scoring team to bridge to the

overtime a penalty for a live-ball foul by the opponent that

occurs during a field goal or try during the last timed down of

the fourth quarter.
PLAY10:TeamA trails by seven points late in the game.A1's

run results in a touchdown as time runs out. During A1's run, B2
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is flagged for grasping and twisting A1's facemask. Thinking

it can tie the game with a kick and send the game to overtime,

team A wants to delay enforcement to the succeeding spot in

overtime.

RULING10: The additional enforcement option carries over

to the next kickoff, not the succeedingspot in overtime. If team

A wants the penalty, it must be enforced on the try.

PLAY IF Team B is flagged for a live-ball foul during the

last timed down of the fourth period. Team A's score is (a)a

touchdown that cuts team B's lead to one point, or (b) a field

goal that ties the game.

RULINGI: In (a), if team A wants to accept the penalty, it

must be enforced on the try. In (b), team A may choose a replay

of the down or may choose to have the penalty enforced from

the succeeding spot (the first play of overtime).

PLAY12: During the last timed down of the fourth quarter,

A1 scores a touchdown to cut team B's lead to one point.

During Al's run, B2 is flagged for grasping and twisting Al's

facemask. During the successful kick try, B3 roughs the kicker.

RULINGI2: Team A may only have the penalty for the

opponent's foul on the touchdown-scoring play enforced on

the try; it cannot carry over to the overtime. However, team A

could choose to have the penalty for B3's roughing on the try

enforced from the previous spot with a replay of the down, or

choose to have it enforced on the first play of overtime.

If a touchdown is scored during the last timed down of

the fourth quarter and there is a foul by the opponent of the

scoring team, whether or not the penalty will be enforced

depends on the score. If the outcome of the game has been
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decided and the try is not needed to determine playoff

qualification, the penalty is declined and the game is over.

However, if the try must be played, the penalty can only be

enforced on the try. The try will then be the last play of the

game.

PLAYI3 During A1's run for a touchdown during the last

timed down of the fourth quarter, his facemask is grasped and

twisted by B1. The touchdown makes the score(a) team A 34,

or teamB 0, (b) team B 21, team A 20.

RULING13 In (a), if the try is necessary to determine

playoff qualification, the penalty may be enforced on the

try. If not, the penalty is declined and the game is over. In (b),

since team A could tie or win the game with asuccessful try,

team A may choose to have the penalty enforced on the try.

The penalty could not bridge to overtime if team A ties the

score with a one-point try.

20
OVERTIME BRIDGES

Some penalties can

bridge from one overtime

period to the next or bridge

from one overtime series to

the next.

Whenever penalties can

bridge from the fourth

quarter to overtime, from

one overtime series to the

next or from one overtime

period to the next, it is
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CARRYOVER FOULS ("BRIDGES")

crucial for the referee to give the offended team the correct

options.

PLAY 14: As seen in MechaniGram 20 on the previous page,

in the second series of the first overtime period, K1'ssuccessful

field goal ties the score. During the play, R2 is flagged for

grasping and twisting K3'sfacemask.

RULING14 Team K may choose previous-spot enforcement

and replay the down, or have the penalty bridge to the

succeeding spot in the next overtime period. In the latter case,

if team K begins the overtime on offense, it will snap from

the opponent's five yardline. If team K begins on defense, the

opponent will snap from team

K's 25 yardline. In either case it

will be first andgoal.

MechaniGram

PLAY 15: As seen in

MechaniGram 21, it is fourth

and goal for teamK from

team R's four yardline in the

first series in overtime. Kl's

successful field goal gives team

Ka 10-7 lead. During the play,

R2 is flagged for roughing the

kicker.

RULING15: Team K may

88
SPOT OF SNAP

R2

ROUGHS

K1

HOME OUARTERv

oTO

choose enforcement from

the previous spot, yielding

first and goal from team B's

two yardline, or may choose
enforcement from the succeeding spot. That would mean team R

would start its overtime series from the opponent's 25 yardline.
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PLAY16: On the second series of the first overtime period,

K1's successful field goal or try ties the score. R2 is flagged for

(a) cursing the official during the play, or (b) a late hit on K3

after the play.

RULING16: Dead-ball fouls between series in overtime may

only bridge to the next overtime series. In (a) and (b), the game

will proceed to a second overtime period. If team K wants to

accept the penalty, it must be enforced from the succeeding

spot. That means if team R starts the second overtime period

on offense, it will face first and goal from the opponent's 25

yardline. If team K starts on offense, it will have first and goal

from the opponent's five yardline.

PLAY17:On the second series of the first overtime period, Al's

touchdown ties the score. B2 is flagged for (a) cursing the official

during the play, or (b)a late hit on A1 after the play.

RULING17: In (a) or (b), if team A wants to accept the penalty,

it must be enforced from the succeeding spot (the try). The

penalty cannot bridge to the second overtime period.

DEAD-BALL FOUL AFTERA QUARTER

If the penalty is accepted for a dead-ball foul that occurs

after time for any period expires, the penalty bridges to the

next period or the succeeding spot in overtime.

PLAY19: After A1 is downed, B2 piles on. The foul occurred

after time for the period expired. In (a), the second period

expired, in (b) the third period expired, or in (c) the fourth

period expired with the scoretied.
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RULINGIS9:In (a), the penalty is assessed on the second-half

kickof. In (b) the penalty bridges to the fourth quarter; the

third period is not extended. In(c), the penalty bridges to the

overtime. Once again, the referee's instructions to the offended

team'sdesignated representative must be precise to avoid

confusion.

-
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TRIES

LIVE-BALL FOUL

BY TEAM B ON

SUCCESSFUL KICK

TRY

TEAM A MAY CHOOSE TO HAVE

PENALTY ENFORCED FROM

PREVIOUS SPOT

AND REPLAY DOWN

TEAM A MAY CHOOSE TO ACCEPT

RESULTS OF PLAY AND

HAVE PENALTY ENFORCED FROM

SUCCEEDING SPOT*

Note: Live-ball fouls by team B on unsuccessful tries or by team A on successful tries are enforced thesame
if they occurred during a regular scrimmage play. If team A commits a live-ball foul on anunsuccessful try,
team B will likely decline the penalty.

"Live-ball fouls by team B on a successful two-point try may be enforced on the ensuing kickoff or from
the succeeding spot in overtime.

TEAM ACOMMITS

FOUL THAT

INCLUDES LOSS

OF DOWN

1
NO REPLAY OF

THE DOWN IF

THE PENALTY IS

ACCEPTED

O REFEREE ENTERPRISES, INC. 2023 HIGH SCHOOL FODTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS CHAPTER 16
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or the most part, fouls on tries are treated the

same as fouls that occur on scrimmage plays.

Live-ball fouls enforced as dead-ball fouls

are always enforced from the succeeding spot and

cannot be combined with live-ball fouls to create a

double foul.

If team A commitsa live-ball foul during an

unsuccessful try, there is no replay because team B

will undoubtedly decline the penalty. There is no

bridge to the kickoff or succeeding spot in overtime.

If team A fouls during a successful try, team B

must accept the penalty to have the down replayed.

The down is over and there is no replay if the penalty

for the foul includes loss of down.

If team B fouls during an unsuccessful try, team A

must accept the penalty to get a replay of the down.

There is no bridge to the kickoff or succeeding spot in

overtime.

If team R fouls during a successful kick try, team K

may chooseprevious-spot enforcement or bridge the

penalty to the kickoff or succeeding spot in overtime.

If team K accepts the penalty and replays the down,

there can be no bridge to the kickoff or extra period.

Team R cannot be penalized twice for the same

offense.

If team B fouls during a successful two-point try,

team A may only choose to bridge the penalty to the

kickoff or succeeding spot in overtime. There can be

no replay of the down.

The penalty for a foul that occurs during a

touchdown-scoring play may bridge to the next

kickoff. However, the offended team may still opt
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for enforcement on the try. Also, the options are

different if the scoring play occurs during the last

timed down of a quarter (see Chapter 15).

PLAY 1: As seen in MechaniGram 22, K1 is

attempting a kick try from team R's three yardline.

R2grasps and twists

K3's facemask at the

line of scrimmage

and R4 roughs

kicker K1. The kick is

successful.

RULING 1: Team

Kmay onlyaccept
one of the penalties.

Asa result, team K

may choose to have a

penalty enforced from

the previous spot and

a replay of the down,

or choose enforcement on the kickoff or from the

succeeding spot in overtime. Team K does not have

the option of accepting previous-spot enforcement for

one foul and bridging the other foul to the kickoff or

succeedingspot in overtime.

PLAY2: Team A attempts a try from team B's

three yardline. B1grasps and twists A2's facemask

during A2's run. The try issuccessful.

RULING2: Since the penalty may bridge to the

kickoff, team A will likely chooseto accept the

penalty with succeeding-spotenforcement.

2023 HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS MADE EASY
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If during a touchdown-scoring play either team

commitsa foul that hassucceeding-spotenforcement,

the penalty may beenforced on either the try or on the

next kickoff. The samechoice exists for the penalty for a

foul that occurs after a touchdown and before the initial

ready for play signal on the ensuing try. Inessence,all

fouls that occur by the opponents of the scoring team

from the moment the scoring play begins through the

ready for play on the try have the same penalty options.

PLAY3: Al's run from scrimmage results in a

touchdown. During A1's run, B2 is flagged for (a)

grasping and twisting Al's facemask, or (b) cursing the

official.

RULING3: In (a) or (b), the touchdown counts and

team A may choose to have the penalty enforced on

the try or on the subsequent kickoff.

PLAY Al's run from scrimmage results in a

touchdown. After the ball hascrossed the goalline, B2
tackles A1.

RULING4 Because the dead-ball foul occurred

before the ready signal for the ensuing try, team A may

choose to have the penalty enforced on the try or on
the subsequent kickoff.

PLAY5° Al's run from scrimmage results in a

touchdown. After A1's run, B2 is flagged for a dead-ball

foul. Team A chooses to have the penalty enforced on

the subsequent kickoff. During the try, team B'scoach

is flagged for unsportsmanlike conduct. The try is (a)

successful, or (b) unsuccessful.
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RULINGS In both (a) and (b), if team A wants to

accept the penalty for unsportsmanlike conduct,

it must be enforced on the subsequent kickoff

along with the previously acceptedpenalty. That

would result in team A kicking off from team B's30

yardline.

PLAYB: Team A trails by seven points when Al's

run results in a touchdown as time runs out for the

second quarter. B2 is flagged for a personal foul (a)

during, or (b) after Al's touchdown-scoring run.

RULINGG: In (a) and (b), the touchdown counts. In

either case, team A may choose to have the penalty

enforced on the try or on the kickoff to start the

third quarter.

PLAY7: Team A trails by seven points when Al's

run results in a touchdown as time runs out for the

fourth quarter. B2is flagged for a personal foul (a)

during, or (b) after Al's touchdown-scoring run.

RULING7 In (a) and (b), the touchdown counts. In

eithercase, if team A wants the penalty, it must be

enforced on the try. The penalty carnot bridge to

overtime if team A ties the score.

PLAY 8: on a try, A1 is flagged for a false start. As

the penalty is being enforced, B2 curses the official.

RULING8: B2's foul occurred after the initial

ready for play signal (the one that preceded the

false start). Team A does not have the option to

bridge the penalty to the next kickoff. Dead-ball

fouls are enforced in the order in which they occur.
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Therefore, after the penalty for Al's false start is

penalized, the penalty for B2's unsportsmanlike foul

is enforced half the distance to the goal. The result is

a try from team B's four yardline.

PLAY9: Al's run from scrimmage results in a

touchdown. B2 curses the official (a) before, or (b)

after the referee has signaled the ready for play for

the try.
RULING9: In (a), team A may choose to have the

penalty enforced on either the try or the subsequent

kickoff. In (b),because the foul occurred after the

ready signal, the penalty must be enforced on the

try.

PLAY10: K1's kick try is good. During the kick, R2

is flagged for roughing K1. After the ball is dead, K3

shoves R2 to the ground.

RULING10: A live-ball foul by one team and a

dead-ball foul by the opponent cannot be paired to

create a double foul. Team K may choose to have

the penalty for R2's foul enforced from the previous

spot or on the subsequent kickoff. If team K chooses

enforcement from the previous spot, the penalty

for K3's foul will beenforced and the try will be

repeated from team R's 16-1/2 yardline. If team K

choosesenforcemnent on the subsequent kickoff,

the penalty is enforced to team R's 45 yardline.

The penalty for K3'sdead-ball foul will be enforced

from there. Team K would kick off from its own 40

yardline.
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When giving team K'sdesignated representative

his options, the referee must be sure to explain the

penalty for his team's foul will be enforced at the

same time as the penalty for R2's foul.

a
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SPECIAL ENFORCEMENTS

FOUL ON LAST

TIMED DOWN OF

PERIOD: PENALTY

ACCEPTEO

PENALTY DOES

NOT INCLUDE LOSS

OF OOWN

EXTEND THE

PERIOD

PENALTY

INCLUDES LOSS

OF DOWN

J

1

PERIOD ENDS:

NO EXTENSION

CREFEREE ENTERPRISES. INC 2023 HIGH SCHODL FOOTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS CHAPTER 17
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FOUL COMMITTED

LAST 2:00 OF A

HALF

GAME CLOCK

WOULO NOT START

BYIRULE

GAME CLOCK

STARTS

ON SNAP

GAME CLOCK

WOULD START ON

READY BY RULE

OFFENDED TEAM

MAY CHOOSE GAME

CLOCK START ON

READY OR SNAPE

L

REFEREE ENTERPRISES. INC. 2023 HIGH SCHODL FODTBALL PENALTY ENFORCEMENTS
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SPECIAL ENFORCEMENTS

our fouls result in the award of a newseries

(automatic first down). Four result in the lossof

There are circumstances that result in the offended

team choosing whether the game clock starts on the

ready for play or on the snap.

the right to replay a down (lossof down).

AUTOMATIC FIRST DOWN

The penalties that include an automatic first down

are roughing thepasser, roughing the kicker, roughing

the holder and roughing thesnapper.

Roughing the passer is covered in Chapter 7.

Penalties for the other roughing fouls are enforced

from the previous spot.Remember that if those fouls

occur ona scoring play, there is a possiblity they may

bridge to the next period or the succeeding kickoff (see

Chapter 15).

LOSS OF DOWN

Fouls that include lossof down are illegal forward

handing, illegal forward pass by team A, illegal

touching and intentional grounding.

The loss of down aspect of a penalty has no

significance following a change ofpossessionor if

the line to gain is reached after enforcement. That

coincides with the fundamental that noseriesmay

begin on a down other than first.

PLAY FThird and three at team A's 27 yardline. A1

runs to team A's 40 yardline, then throws a forward

pass to A2. A2 advances to team B's 20 yardline.

RULINGI: An illegal forward pass is enforced as a
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running play and penalty enforcement is from the

spot of the foul. The penalty leaves the ball at team

A's35 yardline, which is beyond the line to gain.Even

though the penalty for an illegal forward pass incudes

a lossof down, team A will have first and 10 from its 35

yardline.

If during asuccessful try, the penalty isaccepted for

a team A foul and the penalty includes loss of dowm,

there is no score and no replay.

Ifa foul for which the penalty includeslossof down

occurs on the last timed down of a period, the period is

not extended.

PLAY2 Third and three at team A's 27 yardline. A1

runs to team A's 40 yardline, then throws a forward

passto A2, who advances for a touchdown. Time for

the second quarter expires during the play.

RULING2: Team Bhas to accept the penalty to

nullify the touchdown.Becausethe penalty includes a

lossof down provision, the period is not extended.

The referee has the authority to start or stop

the game clock if a team attempts to conserve or

consume time illegally at any point in thegame.

PLAY3: With less than twO minutes remaining

in the fourth period and team A trailing by two

points, there is a foul by B1 clearly for the purpose of

consuming time.

RULING3: Team A shall have the option to start

the clock on the snap.
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GAME CLOCK OPTION

When a foul is committed with lessthan two

minutes remaining in either half, theoffended team

has the option to start the gameclock on thesnap. A

teamdoes not have to accept the penalty toexercise

the clock option.

PLAY 4 Team Btrails,14-7, with 1:30remaining in

thegame. Third and 10 on team A's10 yardline. Al's

run gains two yards and ends inbounds. A2 isflagged

for holding during the run.

RULING4FTeam Bmay have the clock start on the

snap.Team Bmay also want to decline the penalty in

order to bring up fourth down andeight.

PLAY5: Team A trails,14-7, with 1:30 remainingin

the game. Third and 10 on team A's own 10 yardline.

Al's passto A2 gains35 yards and the play ends

inbounds. B2 is flagged for pass interference.

RULING5: Team A will decline the penalty for the

interference foul. Team A will chooseto have thegame

clock start on thesnap.

The offense may choose a 40-second play clock

when the defense is the only team to commit a foul.

PLAY6: Team A trails, 14-7, with 1:30 remaining

in the game and the game clock running. Third and

10 on team A's 10 yardline. A1'spass to A2 gains 35

yards and the play ends inbounds. B2 is flagged for pass

interference.
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RULINGG:Team A will decline the penalty for the

interference foul, yielding first and 10 from its own 45

yardline. Team A will chooseto have thegameclock

start on the snap and the play clock set to 40seconds.

If both teams commit live-ball fouls, the penalties

offset and the game clock starts as determined by the

result of the play.

PLAY7: Team A leads,14-7, with 1:30 remaining in

the game and the game clock running. Third and 10

on team A's 10 yardline. Al's pass to A2 gains 35 yards

and the play ends inbounds. B2 is flagged for pass

interference and A3 is flagged for holding.

RULING7: The fouls offset and the down is replayed.

The play clock is set to 25 seconds and the game clock

starts on the readysignal.
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PENALTY SUMMARY

LOSS OF S YARDS

Delay of game.

Ilegalsubstitution.

Free-kickinfraction..........
....

Encroachment

Free kick out of bounds..

Invalid or illegal fair-catch signal

Snap infraction

False start.

Disconcerting act.

SIGNAL

7-21

22

..... 7-19
.. 7-18

19

32

7-19

.... 7-19

Ilegal formation ..

....

....
Less than five players on team A's line or numbering violation..... ...

Illegal shift or illegal motion.
.....

Planned loose-ball infraction ...

Illegally handing ball forward (alsoloss of down).

Illegal forward pass(also loss of down if by team A)....

Intentionalgrounding(alsolossofdown).... .........
Ineligible receiver illegally downfield..

IlMlegal touching (also loss of down).

....

7-23

19

19

20

19

35-9

35-9

-.... 36-9
37

16-9

44Helping runner

Incidental grasping of opponent's facemask, or any helmet opening, chin

strap or attached tooth and mouth protector ...

.....

....
Running into kicker/holder.

Sideline interference.

Attendantillegallyon field......

Nonplayer outside of the team box, but not on field ...

...
.....
.....

....

45

30

7-29

19

... 7-29
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LOSS OF 10 YARDS

Illegally kicking or batting bal.

lMegal blocking technique.

Interlockedblocking....

Holding ...

Runner grasping a teammate

Illegal use of hands or arms.

Illegal block in the back.

llegal block on free kicks

LOSS OF 15 YAROS

Unsportsmanlike conduct by player or nonplayer.

Illegal helmet contact against a defenseless player.

Illegal block after valid or invalid fair-catch signal.

Kick-catching interference ..

Forward-pass interference.

Illegal block below waist.

Illegalblock onfree-kicker or holder..........
Clipping.

Chopblock.

Tripping.

Illegal personal contact outside restricted area...

Charging into an opponent obviously out of the play.

Grasping an opponent's facemask or any helmet opening, chin strap or

attachedtooth and mouth protector...........

•...

Hurdling....
Butt block, face tackle or spear (illegal helmet contact)..

Horse-collar.

Initiate contact with helmet-lessopponent

Targeting an opponent...
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..

SIGNAL

31

42

.44
42

42

42

43

43

.....

SIGNAL

27

38-24

43

33

33

40

30...
39

41

38-46

38

38

...

• . ... ..

..

38-45

38

38-24

38-25

38

38-24
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PENALTY SUMMARY CONTINUED

Illegal blindside block

Roughingpasser(also first down)....

Roughing kicker or holder (also first down)...

Roughingsnapper(also first down)..

Slapping blocker's head..

Illegalpersonalcontactin restricted area.....

Illegal participation

Participating without a helmet beyond immediate action

Sideline interference (third andsubsequent).

Nonplayerillegallyon field......

Unfairacts.....

DISQUALIFICATION ASSOCIATED WITH

CERTAIN 15-YARO PENALTIES

Fighting by player or nonplayer.

Intentionally contacting an official

Striking,kicking, kneeing.....

Any act if unduly rough or flagrant

give proper signal and follow with 47)

A second unsportsmanlike foul by player or nonplayer ...
A substitute leaving team box during a fight

... 38-26

38-34-8

38-30-8

.... 38-8
38

.... 38-29

28

28

7-29-27

27

27

....

....

SIGNAL

....38-47

38-47

38-47...

47

..27-47...
27-47
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SIGNAL CHART

PlayPic" PlayPic

V
Start the clock

PlayPic

5

Ready for play
*Untimeddown

PlayPic
4

PlayPic®

3

Stop the clock TV/radio timeout Touchdown/field goal/
point(s) after touchdown

PlayPicPlayPic
6

PlayPic®

Safety Dead-ball foul,
touchback

(arm waved side to side)
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SIGNAL CHARTCONTINUED

PlayPic PlayPic"

10

PlayPic

11

Lossof down

Incomplete pass/
unsuccessful try or field
goal/penalty declination/
coin toss option deferred

PlayPic

|13

Legal touching

PlayPic

12

PlayPic

|14

Inadvertent whistle Disregard flag

PlayPic®

16

End of period

PlayPic®

|174 ,
PlayPic®

15

Sideline warning First touching
Mlegal touching

Reset play clock to 25
seconds(Two hands for

40 seconds)
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PlayPic

18

PlayPic

19

PlayPic'

20

Encroachment False start
llegal formation

Free kick infraction

PlayPic

22

Ilegal motion (1 hand)
legal shift (2hands)

PlayPic®

23
PlayPic

21

Delay of game

PlayPic

24

Substitution infraction Disconcerting act

PlayPic'

26
PlayPic

25

legal helmetcontact
Targeting

llegalhorse-collar llegal blindsideblock
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SIGNAL CHARTCONTINUED

PlayPic|

28

PlayPic

|27
PlayPic

|29

Unsportsmanlike conduct
or noncontact foul

PlayPic

30

Illegal participation Sideline interferernce
Note face press box

PlayPic"|

32
PlayPic®

31

Running into or
roughing the kicker

or holder

PlayPic|

33

Illegal batting/kicking
(for illegal kicking. follow with

point toward foot)

PlayPic|

Illegal/invalid fair catch

PlayPic
35

Pass interference

Kick-catching
interference

Roughing the passer Ilegal pass
llegal forward handing

Note: face press box
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PlayPic

36

PlayPic|

37

PlayPic®

38

Intentional grounding Ineligible downfield
on pass

PlayPic

40

Personal foul

PlayPic"|
39

PlayPic®|
41

N

Clipping Block below the waist
Illegal block

PlayPic

43

Chop block

PlayPic"|
42

PlayPic|

44

Holding
Illegal use of

hands or arms

Ilegal block Helping the runner
Interlocked blocking
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SIGNAL CHARTCONTINUED

PlayPic

45
PlayPic

46

PlayPic

47

Grasping of facemask.
helmet opening or

chinstrap

Tripping Disqualification
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NASO

ARE YOU
READY TO JOIN?

ANY GAME. ANYTIME. ANYWHERE.

You are Covered!
•$6 million Annual General LiabilityCoverage
•$100,000 Game Call and Assigners' Coverage
•$15,500 Assault Protection
• Free Consultation and Information Services

EVERY GAME. EVERY SPORT. EVERY LEVEL.

The Finest Training Resources
•Referee Magazine-12 Monthlyissues
•It's Official -16-pagemermbers-onlymonthly newsletter
• Access to NASO members only App
• 20% discount on all Referee training products
•Monthly NASO digital LockerRoom Newsletter
•Online sport-specificquizzes
•Exclusive NASO member discount at Ump-Attire.com

For Officials, By Officials
Your dues also support NASO's efforts to improve working
conditions for all sports through such efforts as:
• Assault and independent contractor legislation

Taking informed stances on select issues in the media
• Recruitment and retention efforts
• Celebrating officials and officiating with national awards

For more information or to join
www.naso.org/bookjoinorcall800-733-6100
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A EASY

w
KEY5

EVERYTHING
YOUNEEDTO

IT BE YOURBEST

TIMATE

-CALLI

KNOW

ULTIMATE
BOOK:,

TACKLIE
SEEITA

-CALL'IT

ULTIMATE
BOOK: PASS
INTERFERENCE

-KNOWIT
SEEIT

-CALLIT

TARGETING
AND OTHERPERSONALFOULS

REEREE

ULTMATEK
BOOK

DE TOTHE
KINGGAME

REFEREE

SECIFICALLY
9PEAKING

CFOR EVERY
FOOTBALL SITUATION

ILTIMATE
VIDEOPYA

TARCETING

REFE

IO OHO0LrooTDALL
BEST PRACTICES
OF OFFICIATING

THEGREY
AREA

pnATAN WH
"POWER

WORKING DEEP

POWER
DNSITAN

WORKING THE

REFEREE POSITION

0101

pnst
POWERE

WORKINGATHE

UMPIREPOSITION

IIPWE
FiMDRKN

THEWN

9000d

MECHANIL
LUSTRATED

4AND5
PERSON

HIGHSCHOOL

CREWS

REFEREE

MAJerg
TOHIGHSCHOOL
PENALTYENFORCEMENTS

REFEREE

)STORE.REFEREEcoM/FOOTBALL
$5.00 OFF YOUR NEXT ORDER

WITH PROMO CODE: SBUCKS
NƠT VALID WITH ANY OTHEROFFER

9 781582"085


